Spider silk exhibits mechanical properties such as high strength and toughness that are superior to those of any man-made fibre (Bourzac 2015 Nature 519, S4 -S6 (doi:10.1038/519S4a)). This high strength and toughness originates from a combination of the crystalline (exhibiting robust strength) and amorphous (exhibiting superb extensibility) regions present in the silk (Asakura et al. 2015 Macromolecules 48, 2345-2357.1021/acs. macromol.5b00160)). The crystalline regions comprise a mixture of polyalanine and poly-glycine-alanine. Poly-alanine is expected to be stronger than poly-glycine-alanine, because alanine exhibits greater interactions between the strands than glycine (Tokareva et al. 2014 Acta Biomater. 10, 1612-1626 (doi:10.1016/j.actbio.2013.08.020)). We connect this characteristic sequence to the interactions observed upon the hydration of spider silk. Like most proteinaceous materials, spider silks become highly brittle upon dehydration, and thus water collection is crucial to maintaining its toughness (Gosline et al. 1986 Endeavour 10, 37-43 (doi:10.1016/0160-9327(86)90049-9)). We report on the molecular dynamic simulations of spider silk structures with different sequences for the crystalline region of the silk structures, of wild-type (WT), poly-alanine, and poly-glycine-alanine. We reveal that the characteristic sequence of spider silk results in the b-sheets being maintained as the degree of hydration changes and that the high water collection capabilities of WT spider silk sequence prevent the silk from becoming brittle and weak in dry conditions. The characteristic crystalline sequence of spider dragline silk is therefore relevant not for maximizing the interactions between the strands but for adaption to changing hydration conditions to maintain an optimal performance even in harsh conditions.
Introduction
Natural materials based on proteinaceous motifs are well known for their optimization to meet their functions, such as the toughness of bones, asymmetry of snake scales and elasticity of blood vessels [1, 2] . Spider silk is one of these natural materials that is receiving much attention due to its superior mechanical and material properties such as strength, elasticity and toughness that outperform any man-made fibre [3] . Along with these properties, spider silk also exhibits non-toxicity and biodegradability, which is why silk materials are being applied in various fields, including drug delivery, surgical sutures and biocompatible electronics [4, 5] . Chen et al. [6] load paclitaxel into silk nanoparticles for encapsulating and facilitating controlled release of drugs. Engel and co-workers [7] demonstrated spider silk recombinant materials as promising materials for cardiac tissue engineering. Scheibel and co-workers [8] showed spider silk particles-in-hydrogels system which exhibits prolonged release in comparison with that of plain hydrogels, from days to a week. Consequently, much research has been conducted on spider silk to explain its characteristics and identify the origins of its properties, so that we may understand the principles behind them.
From X-ray crystallography and nuclear magnetic resonance experiments, it was revealed that unlike conventional fibres, silk is a hybrid structure comprising strong crystalline and amorphous regions that are combined to achieve the extreme strength and toughness of the silk fibres [9] . The crystalline regions contribute to the strength of silk fibres due to the abundance of b-sheets, while the amorphous regions contribute to the extensibility of such fibres. Therefore, the principles behind the sequential composition of this crystalline region are the key to understanding the superior properties of silk fibres. This crystalline region is mostly composed of repeating units of alanine and glycine.
Since silks are composed of diverse types of amino acids, their conformational and structural properties are variable with respect to the environmental conditions such as temperature, hydration and the presence of ions. Experimental researchers reported a decrement in the fracture toughness of silks with the consideration of hydration compared to that of silks without the consideration of hydration. Specifically, Jin et al. [10] revealed the relationship between hydration and b-sheet contents. Computational researchers also investigated the role of water molecules on the hydrogen bonds of crystalline silks. For example, Cheng et al. [11] revealed that water molecules disrupt the hydrogen bonding between protein strands by decreasing the hydrogen bonding energy. Our previous studies also reveal that an increase in the degree of hydration leads to a decrease in hydrogen bonds between the crystalline regions, and that the crystalline regions with more hydrophobic residues show increased resistance to water in terms of maintaining the hydrogen bonds [12] .
The spider silks, which exhibit the highest toughness of all fibres, are also highly vulnerable to changes in hydration. Such silks absorb water to exhibit supercontraction, which provides hidden lengths and extensibility; this is combined with the high strength of the crystalline region to achieve extreme toughness [13] . It has been confirmed from experimental studies that the crystalline region is a mixed composition of poly-alanine and poly-glycine-alanine. However, this is counterintuitive because alanine is expected to be a more stable and stronger component than glycine because it has greater interactions between the strands [14] . Like other biomaterials, the crystalline sequence of spider silk would also be an adaptation to meet its functions, such as the nonlinear material behaviour of spider silk which results in a localized load-induced deformation, although it remains unknown which function is exploited and how this crystalline sequence contributes to the function concerned.
To explore the purpose and principles of this characteristic crystalline sequence, we created three atomistic silk models to compare the effects of different crystalline sequences: wild-type (WT), poly-alanine (AA) and poly-glycine-alanine (GA) (figure 1). By comparing WT silk with the mutated silk models of the AA or GA crystalline sequences at varying degrees of hydration (0%, 50% and 100%), we observed how the characteristic sequence of the WT crystalline structure results in the most appropriate fibre upon hydration. We used the molecular dynamics simulation package GROMACS as it is one of the major molecular dynamics tools primarily designed for molecular dynamics simulations of biochemical molecules like proteins [15] . We reveal that the WT silk, despite being a mixed composition 
Material and methods

Materials
The WT silk structures are created with the amino acid sequence of the MaSp1 protein of the Nephila clavipes spider silk, which is the primary constituent of dragline silk [16] , and has been used in many previous molecular dynamics studies considering spider dragline silk [17] [18] [19] , with some studies using only the crystalline region to observe the effect of hydration on the crystalline regions [11, 12, 20] . Although the MaSp2 is also a component of dragline silk, it is less than one-fifth of the dragline silk [21] , and the crystalline region of the MaSp2 was simple poly-alanine which was intuitive, so we chose the MaSp1 protein that was over four-fifth of the dragline silk, and had the counterintuitive crystalline sequence for this study. The amino acid sequence of the MaSp1 silk (in one-letter-amino acid codes) is GGAGQGG YGGLGSQGAGRGGLGGQGAGAAAAAAGGAGQGGYGGLG SQGAGRGGLGGQGAG. The monomers are composed of two types of regions: the glycine-rich amorphous region and the alanine-rich crystalline region, which is surrounded by the amorphous region on both ends. The mutated models AA (GGA GQGGYGGLGSQGAGRGGLGGQAAAAAAAAAAAAAQGGY GGLGSQGAGRGGLGGQGAG) and GA (GGAGQGGYGGLGS QGAGRGGLGGQGAGAGAGAGAGAGQGGYGGLGSQGAGR GGLGGQGAG) are created by mutating the WT MaSp1 model via UCSF Chimera [22] . The initial configuration is created by placing the monomers in a 3 Â 5 lattice structure, with anti-parallel stacking in the hydrogen bonding direction and parallel stacking in side-chain direction achieved by following the previous studies on alaninerich b-sheets [23] and MaSp1 silk structures [18] . Experimental evidence also suggests that the orientation of fibres is more or less parallel to the fibre axis [24] . The strands were first placed 5 Å away from each other, then solvated with the respective densities to obtain systems with varying degrees of hydration.
Simulation methods
To investigate how each model behaves at varying degrees of hydration, all-atom explicit solvent MD simulations were carried out for each model at 0%, 50% and 100% degrees of hydration. The interactions between the atoms were computed by using the GROMOS54a7 force field [25] and the simple point charge (SPC) water model [26] with periodic boundary conditions in the Gromacs-5.0.7 simulation package [15] . The distance for water padding was set to 13.2 Å For all systems, energy minimization was first performed via the steepest descent method with a tolerance of 1 kJ/mol/nm, followed by 10 ns equilibration simulations. The simulations were performed with a time step of 0.002 ps and canonical ensemble (NVT) at a temperature of 300 K. The trajectories were saved with a frequency of 0.5 ps. The long-range electrostatic interactions were calculated by using the particle mesh Ewald method. The short-range and van der Walls interactions were computed with a distance cut-off of 12 Å .
The number of water molecules collected in each model was calculated by counting the water molecules present within 3 Å of the silk model. For an analysis of the structural stability and characteristics of the silk model, hydrogen bonds were measured for a bond cut-off length of 3.5 Å and cut-off angle 208. An analysis of the secondary structure was conducted using STRIDE [27] to assess the effect of the crystalline sequence on secondary structure formation. Configurations of the respective systems were visualized using the visual molecular dynamics (VMD) 1.9.2 package [28] . The volumes and densities of each model were calculated via the g_sasa plugin from GROMACS.
Results and discussion
Conformational analysis of the silk models
To explore the effect of crystalline sequence on the structural characteristics of silk fibres, we conducted 10 ns equilibration MD simulations on the silk models with different crystalline sequences (WT, AA, GA) at 0%, 50% and 100% degrees of hydration. Though the equilibrated configurations of the different models did not show distinct differences between each other, all of them showed increased contraction as the degree of hydration increased (figure 2), which is in line with previous experimental studies [29] . As shown in figure 3 , equilibration of each model was confirmed by the root mean square deviation (RMSD) analysis, which revealed that all the systems reached the equilibrated state after 7 ns, with similar saturation values. The contraction was mostly dominant in the amorphous domains, which has been reported in previous studies that show the water molecules to disrupt the hydrogen bonding between the amorphous strands, thus permitting supercontraction of the silk fibre [11] . The supercontraction from the hydration is directly translated into hidden length of the silk fibre, and thus extensibility and toughness of the fibre. As reported in our previous study, the crystalline regions show greater deformations when subjected to higher degrees of hydration. The contraction of silk fibres can also be observed from the increase in RMSD of the silk models. To support the configurational and structural analysis of the MD simulations of the silk models, the number of hydrogen bonds in each model was counted to compare how the different crystalline sequences and degrees of hydration result in different structural characteristics ( figure 4) . The results show a decrease in hydrogen bonds as the degree of hydration increases for all the models, which is in line with the previous studies on the effect of hydration on silk fibres [12] . From a comparison between the models, as expected from the higher interactions of the poly-ala structures, the AA models reveal the highest number of hydrogen bonds for all hydration conditions, whereas the GA models displayed the lowest number. A previous study on the crystalline silk models with sequences of AAAAAAAA and GAGAGAGAAS also shows a higher rupture force for the (AA) n model [30] . Considering how the silk materials have adapted to meet the rsif.royalsocietypublishing.org J. R. Soc. Interface 15: 20180305 specific functions of the spiders, it suggests that the crystalline sequence serves a purpose that is worth sacrificing a certain amount of strength and hydrogen bonds.
Structural property analysis of the silk models
To explore the effect of the crystalline sequence on the overall secondary structures of silk, we compared the proportions of helix, coil, turn and b-sheet structures for all the systems. As shown in table 1, we found that the proportion of b-sheets was higher at 50% hydration than 0% or 100%, which was implied in the previous experimental studies that showed that while excess dehydration greatly affects the mechanical properties of silk [31] , there is also a critical humidity point beyond which hydration results in weakening crystalline regions of silk [32] . The b-sheet of the crystalline region contributes to the strength and thus toughness of the silk fibres, and is one of the major components of their mechanical properties. Therefore, it is crucial for spider silk to maintain its b-sheets as much as possible under varying conditions. As the degree of hydration increased from 0% to 50%, the proportion of turn structures was drastically decreased, which resulted in the increase of proportions of the other secondary structures. This can also be a result of the silk model being unable to escape the metastable state observed at 0% hydration due to the lack of water molecules that disrupt the hydrogen bonds, and the higher degrees of hydration allowing the silk model to move to a more stable state by disrupting the hydrogen bonds between the amorphous regions and lowering the local energy barrier. In the case of 100% hydration, while the AA model showed a decent decrease in b-sheets, followed by the GA model, the WT model did not show any decrease in the proportion of these sheets.
Surprisingly, though the WT dragline silk is a mixture of poly-alanine and poly-glycine-alanine, it exhibited the highest b-sheet-maintaining abilities, even higher than those of both the GA and AA models. Recently, an experimental study showed that a minimal number of key residues in silk has dramatic effects on its supercontraction properties [17] -this could be another case of the silk structure being controlled by the key sequences. Considering that the spider silk is mostly exposed to environments where the humidity constantly changes, it can be concluded that the characteristic WT crystalline sequence is the most apt structure that can maintain its proportion of b-sheets in harsh conditions such as extremely dry or extremely wet conditions, unlike the AA and GA models. The structural features of the silk models will be handled in the next section.
Water collection abilities
To further investigate the role of the WT crystalline sequence in hydration conditions, the water collection abilities of all the models were compared based on the hydration simulations. Like most proteinaceous materials, silk is very vulnerable to dehydration. While excess hydration also affects the mechanical properties of silk, dehydration makes it very brittle and thus easy to break. Therefore, an ideal hydration level is crucial to maintaining the properties of silk. However, unlike silkworm cocoon silks, which are placed in a rather safe and stable environment, spider silks must support the spider and its web in varying hydration conditions. To explore the dependence of water collection abilities on the crystalline sequence, we compared the number of water molecules collected in each silk model for each degree of hydration (figures 5 and 6).
As seen in figure 6 , WT silk shows the highest water collection of all models, higher than both the AA and GA models, even though WT is a mixed composition of the two. While the AA structures have higher interactions between the strands than the GA structures, which was revealed in a direct comparison from a previous study by Gräter and co-workers [30] , the AA structures showed much lower water collection capabilities than GA or the WT sequence (figure 6), which would be one of the reasons why spider dragline silk did not adopt only alanine residues as its crystalline sequence. This could also be partially applied to other structural proteins, in that while residues like alanine exhibit relatively high interactions, they may not be preferable due to high hydrophobicity. More water collection capabilities and water affinity of the WT silk means that the WT silk can achieve more hydration than other models at dry situations, and thus maintain superior mechanical properties. The hydrophobicity of the polyalanine residues could be another reason why the water collection abilities of the AA model were weaker; it is apparent that there is more to the WT structure than simply reducing the number of alanine residues for water collection. The results indeed show that the WT model with more alanine residues showed greater water collection than even the GA model with the least alanine residues; this was true not just for the crystalline regions but also the amorphous regions. Therefore, similar to the results obtained from the analysis of the secondary structure, it can be inferred that the characteristic sequence of WT crystalline silk acts as a 'key sequence' that modifies the silk structure such that it is more adept at water collection.
Finally, we perform a volume analysis to confirm the effect of the different degrees of hydration on the silk models ( figure 7) , where all the models show greater contractions at higher degrees of hydration, which is in line with the experimental studies [17, 33] . To further analyse the effect of the crystalline sequence on silk structure at different hydration conditions, the density maps for the silk models were compared at each condition (figure 8). While the density maps of the AA and GA models show changes including contraction, the WT silk model shows almost unchanged, identical density maps even when the degree of hydration changes. With WT being the most apt sequence considering the hydration conditions, it can be inferred from this density map analysis that the WT model maintains the most adequate structure even when the hydration conditions change; the AA and GA models fail to maintain structures at different hydration conditions.
Conclusion
In summary, we observed how the characteristic sequence of WT dragline silk results in it having the most apt structure for different hydration conditions. While the model that had its crystalline region replaced with poly-alanine did appear to show more interactions between the strands, which was supported by the higher number of hydrogen bonds, it was inferior to WT silk when considering the hydration conditions. At relatively lower hydration of 50%, the water collection abilities of the WT model were much higher than both the AA and GA models. Considering how dehydration critically affects silk materials and how spider silks are always exposed to changing hydration conditions, water collection is an essential function of spider silk to maintain its properties and functions. The characteristic crystalline sequence was not just fit for dry conditions, as compared in the high hydration conditions. As the degree of hydration increased, only the WT silk maintained its proportion of b-sheets, while the AA and GA models showed a decrease. As the b-sheets are central to the strength and toughness of a silk fibre, failure to maintain the sheets results in a failure to function as lifelines for capturing prey for the spider. This implies that WT silk is also more resistant to excessive hydration conditions. With silk being a highly water-sensitive material that becomes vulnerable when an appropriate hydration level is not maintained, we determined that the characteristic crystalline sequence of spider dragline silk was optimal in maintaining the properties of silk at varying hydration conditions through the optimization of the water collection capabilities. In light of the differences in water collection abilities of the three silk models observed in this study, we suggest that future studies in protein sequences including silk to obtain optimal sequences must consider various aspects of the protein material, as seemingly counterintuitive sequences may have major purposes that work in indirect ways, such as the mixed composition of poly-alanine and poly-glycinealanine being expected to exhibit weaker interaction between strands leading to lower mechanical properties, but actually leading to higher and stable mechanical properties by maintaining high water collection abilities that is crucial to many protein-based materials such as spider silk. This will lead to better understanding of the purposes behind natural materials, and thus allowing us to better exploit its principles for application in various fields. 
